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Games for April 2020: Lip Art 3D, Quibi By the End of April 2020 is here! A lot has happened in the tech world as developers have been working tirelessly to... More Best Games from August 2019: Sandwich, Perfect Slices Most people prefer to play games as a way to enjoy their free time. Today, there is very exciting Android... More Zgirls 3: Furies 1300196 is a free strategy
game, to download Zgirls 3: Furies 1300196 Apk file with direct link, please use the following links 0 Sorry Comments, your review is too short ! When the zombies approach, you have to defend yourself! Don't you want to blindly wait for death? Call your girls from school! Over 30 million players worldwide are waiting to play with you! The war has just begun...-Storyline】 After a
genetic disease, the world has fallen into a disaster in which zombies spread everywhere. The last human beings are trapped inside the ruins of a school, and you are your commander. Here, you can collect and train beautiful young girls with different talents to be your personal zombie killers. They are ready to eliminate out of school for you. A big wave of zombies is coming and
you're the last hope of saving the world! •Features】• Update the base to withstand all kinds of attacks from and enemies• Manufacturing definitive equipment to support your forces even better• Abundant missions and events help you develop quickly• Play with friends or enemies among players around the world】 Contact】Facebook: The description of Zgirls 3: Furies - Live for
nothing or die for something, your call! It's been 3 years since Zgirls built bases against zombies. Zgirls has mastered a lot of advanced military technologies. However, terrorists controlled updated zombies and invaded Zgirls bases. The bases were compromised while they were... See more Page 2 [OPTIMIZATION]Add countdown clock mark on the heroes coming soon.
[OPTIMIZATION] It replaces the graph of 3 heroes: Orange Quality- Sumika, Blue Quality- Sendai Kurono, Green Quality-Survivor. [OPTIMIZATION] Update the release time of various heroes and tactical teams. [OPTIMIZATION] Adapt to IPhoneX. [OPTIMIZATION] Update the architectural appearances of the Assault Training Center, Shooting Base and Communication Center
Description of Zgirls 3: Furies - Live for nothing or die for something, your call! It's been 3 years since Zgirls built bases against zombies. Zgirls has mastered a lot of advanced military technologies. However, terrorists controlled updated zombies and invaded Zgirls bases. The bases were compromised while they were... See more Page 3 [OPTIMIZATION]Add countdown clock
mark on the heroes coming soon. [OPTIMIZATION] It replaces the graph of 3 heroes: Orange Quality- Sumika, Blue Quality- Sendai Kurono, Green Quality-Survivor. [OPTIMIZATION] Update the release time of various heroes and tactical teams. [OPTIMIZATION] Adapt to IPhoneX. [OPTIMIZATION] Update the architectural appearances of the Assault Training Center, Shooting
Base and Communication Center Description of Zgirls 3: Furies - Live for nothing or die for something, your call! It's been 3 years since Zgirls built bases against zombies. Zgirls has mastered a lot of advanced military technologies. However, terrorists controlled updated zombies and invaded Zgirls bases. The bases were compromised while they were... see more Page 4
[ADD]Decorative buildings - Flying flags. [ADD] Hero Moon Card feature will be online soon. [OPTIMIZATION] Optimize Hero Recruiting Interface Button. [OPTIMIZATION] Fix version compatibility in case of soldier vertical paint configuration error. [OPTIMIZATION] Move World BOSS Mail to Activity Category The description of Zgirls 3: Furies - Live for nothing or die for
something, your call! It's been 3 years since Zgirls built bases against zombies. Zgirls has mastered a lot of advanced military technologies. However, the terrorists controlled the updated zombies and invaded the bases of Zgirls. The bases were compromised while they were... see more Page 5 [OPTIMIZATION]Updated Merida Huo Dongni's Lie and 4th level shooter tactics team.
[OPTIMIZATION] Problem displaying the fixed flag in hiring limited time. [OPTIMIZATION] Updated hero skill updated [OPTIMIZATION] Updated the avatar of the mystery hero. [OPTIMIZATION] Updated interface for hiring heroes. [OPTIMIZATION] Fixed a problem where I couldn't display other servers. [OPTIMIZATION] Fix a problem where R2 players can't be eliminated from
the league The description of Zgirls 3: Furies - Live for nothing or die for something, your call! It's been 3 years since Zgirls built bases against zombies. Zgirls has mastered a lot of advanced military technologies. However, terrorists controlled updated zombies and invaded Zgirls bases. The bases were compromised while they were... see more Page 6 [ADD] Added a lot of new
heroes! The image of some heroes has not yet been released, but does not affect their use of them. In the future, every time you update your hero image, players who already own the hero will receive a generous reward.. [OPTIMIZATION] The appearance of the main interface has been updated. [OPTIMIZATION] Optimized the path of the engineering vehicle when entering and
leaving the base. [OPTIMIZATION] optimized the problem of adapting some mobile phones The description of Zgirls 3: Furies - Live for nothing or die for something, your call! It's been 3 years since Zgirls built bases against zombies. Zgirls has mastered a lot of advanced military technologies. However, terrorists controlled updated zombies and invaded Zgirls bases. The bases
were compromised while they were... see more Page 7 [OPTIMIZATION] Fixed some bugs with Thanksgiving activities. [OPTIMIZATION] It replaced the emergence of the 6-level remote tactical team. [OPTIMIZATION] It replaced the appearance of survivors. [OPTIMIZATION] Replaced some of the icons of the main interface The description of Zgirls 3: Furies - Living for nothing
or dying for something, your call! It's been 3 years since Zgirls built bases against zombies. Zgirls has mastered a lot of advanced military technologies. However, terrorists controlled updated zombies and invaded Zgirls bases. The bases were compromised while they were... see more Page 8 1.300.201 13.12.2018 13.12.2018
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